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AOC Leads Lawmakers in Demanding Congressional Hearing After Apps Block Trading
GameStop Stocks
by Morgan Artvukhina
The small-time traders who have scored it big using no-fee stock trading apps have described
the life-changing nature of their financial windfalls on the Reddit messaging board, including
affording expensive surgeries and medical treatments. Their success is being seen as a victory
for “the little guy.”
After stock trading apps and brokerage firms began refusing to allow users to buy new stock in
GameStop and several other stocks on Thursday, Congressional Democrats demanded an
investigation. The small-time stocks are booming after amateur traders on an internet forum
banded together and bought en masse.
GameStop’s stock value continued to skyrocketed on Thursday, briefly reaching more than
$500 a share in premarket trading after having closed at $347.51 on Wednesday. However,
those values began to plummet precipitously after numerous trading venues began restricting
users’ ability to buy a bigger stake. Some continued to allow owners to sell, though.
Brokers Limit Online Trading in Key Stocks
No-fee trading apps like Robinhood, Interactive Brokers, and Webull announced Thursday
morning they were limiting some features on their platforms.
“We continuously monitor the markets and make changes where necessary. In light of recent
volatility, we are restricting transactions for certain securities to position closing only ... We also
raised margin requirements for certain securities,” a blog post by the firm reads. Some of the
stocks blocked from being purchased are Nokia, AMC, Bed, Bath & Beyond, Express, Koss,
Naked Brand Group, and of course, GameStop.
According to Motherboard, more than half of all of Robinhood’s users own at least some stock in
the brick-and-mortar video game shop chain.
Other brokerage firms, such as TD Ameritrade and Charles Schwab, have also placed trading
limits on GameStop’s stock. The New York Stock Exchange briefly paused trading in GameStop
and AMC when their values jumped just after the opening bell on Thursday.
Lawmakers Demand Probe
In response, several Democratic lawmakers have called for an inquiry into the restrictions, which
seem to be extremely one-sided as they affect amateur traders but not the hedge fund
managers who have been on the losing side of the debacle.
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), a member of the House Financial Services Committee,
led the charge on Thursday, tweeting that “we need to know more” about Robinhood’s “decision
to block retail investors from purchasing stock while hedge funds are freely able to trade the
stock as they see fit.”
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“This is a serious matter. Committee investigators should examine any retail services freezing
stock purchases in the course of potential investigations - especially those allowing sales, but
freezing purchases,” she added. Her demand was joined by Rep. Rashida Tlaib (D-MI).
During a Thursday morning press conference, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) said "we'll
all be reviewing it” in response to a question about the GameStop affair, noting the Biden
administration was doing so as well.
In a strange coincidence, staunchly conservative Sen. Ted Cruz (D-TX) said he agreed with
Ocasio-Cortez, a self-described democratic socialist. Their agreement recalls a past moment of
unity in 2017, when they briefly worked together to limit the ability of former congress members
to lobby after leaving office and to give women easier access to birth control.
On Wednesday, Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA), also called for increased regulation of the stock
market to ensure a fairer playing field. A decade ago, in the wake of the 2008 stock market
crash, Warren led the drive to create the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Other
regulators, such as Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth William Galvin, have also
called for action that might include a pause of 10 to 30 days on trading GameStop’s stock and
possibly even an investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Class Action Lawsuit Filed Against Robinhood
CNBC reported Thursday afternoon that one Robinhood user had filed a class action lawsuit
against the company in the US District Court for the Southern District of New York, claiming
Robinhood stopped users from trading in GameStop’s stock “purposefully and knowingly to
manipulate the market for the benefit of people and financial intuitions who were not
Robinhood’s customers.”
“Robinhood’s mission is to ‘democratize finance for all.’ They have failed,” Alexander
Cabeceiras, a lawyer for the plaintiff, told CNBC. “They have purposefully failed this mission and
failed their clients in an attempt to - what appears to be - appease their investors and/or
potential investors.” He indicated that “hundreds” of users have already reached out to be added
to the complaint.
Amateurs Beating Professionals
It was reported that the boom is being driven by a group of online amateur traders who
coordinate their purchases of flagging stocks on the WallStreetBets subreddit on the Reddit
message board site using no-fee stock trading apps like Robinhood and Interactive Brokers,
which allow them to circumvent professional brokers who would insist on a cut for themselves.
Earlier this month, GameStop became the battlefield between these small-time traders and
professional investors looking to short-sell GameStop’s stock, effectively betting huge amounts
of money that its value would soon decline and even making social media oostsattemoting to
convince traders it was inevitable.
Instead, GameStop’s value has shot up from $19.95 a share two weeks ago to $215.04 at the
time this story went to publication, having hit more than double that price before restrictions
began.
The boom has afforded major financial windfalls to the many small-time investors on
WallStreetBets, who have flooded the message board in recent days with stories of being able
to afford medical procedures and other necessities of life. Many said they invested the $600
stimulus checks distributed several weeks ago, noting it hadn’t been enough to bail them out
like they needed.
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However, the hedge funds that intended to short-sell on GameStop’s stock have lost big, with
Melvin Capital losing $3.75 billion before closing its position on the company and Citron
Research walking away with almost no gain.
Comments on the message board on Thursday focused on ensuring the amateur investors kept
their nerve as stock prices began to fall, with posts urging “don’t be scared” and “hold the line,”
the latter of which began trending on Twitter.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
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Robinhood Faces Class-Action Lawsuit, Accusations of Forcibly Selling Users’ Stock Portfolios
by Morgan Artvukhina
The no-fee trading app Robinhood was forced to pay a $65 million fine last month for misleading
users as to the cost of trading stocks on its platform. With its most recent move to block certain
trades in a volatile market, critics accuse it of sacrificing its mission to "democratize" trading to
defend the wealth of Wall Street hedge fund managers.
Users of the no-fee stock trading app Robinhood have filed a class action lawsuit after the
company reportedly blocked their ability to buy certain stocks on Thursday. Meanwhile, users
are reporting Robinhood is selling their stocks without their permission, at rock-bottom prices.
Robinhood user Brendan Nelson filed a complaint against the company on Thursday in the US
District Court for the Southern District of New York, accusing it of “purposefully, willfully, and
knowingly removing the stock ‘GME’ [GameStop] from its trading platform in the midst of an
unprecedented stock rise thereby depriving retail investors of the ability to invest in the
open-market and manipulating the open-market.”
The suit alleges that Robinhood “breached its Customer Agreement by, among other things,
failing to disclose that its platform was going to randomly pull a profitable stock from its platform;
that Robinhood failed to provide adequate explanation to their customers; that Robinhood
knowingly put their customers at a disadvantage compared to customers who used other trading
apps; that Robinhood failed to provide access to its own financial incentives to pull certain
securities including GME; that Robinhood’s prohibited plaintiffs from performing in a timely
manner (or at all) under the contract; that Robinhood failed to comply with all applicable legal,
regulatory, and licensing requirements; and that Robinhood failed to exercise trades and actions
requested by customers.”
“Robinhood’s mission is to ‘democratize finance for all.’ They have failed,” Alexander
Cabeceiras, Nelson’s lawyer, told CNBC. “They have purposefully failed this mission and failed
their clients in an attempt to — what appears to be — appease their investors and/or potential
investors.”
Cabeceiras claimed that “hundreds of individuals” are “reaching out to be added to this suit.”
Nelson’s complaint comes after Robinhood stopped letting users buy new stocks in several
companies currently experiencing booms, including American Airlines, AMC, and GameStop,
the latter of which has seen its value shoot sky-high in recent days. The stocks have been
targeted by a group of amateur online traders who coordinate their efforts on the subreddit
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WallStreetBets on the Reddit messaging board site. Their activities have caused short-sellers,
or deep pocket institutional stock traders who gamble that a stock's value will fall in the future, to
lose big as stock prices keep rising.
In premarket trading Thursday, GameStop briefly hit $500 a share; at closing bell on
Wednesday, its value was $347.51 a share and just two weeks ago it was roughly $30 a share.
However, after news spread that Robinhood and several other apps, such as Interactive
Brokers and Webull, were halting further buying of GameStop stock, the value began to fall
precipitously.
“We continuously monitor the markets and make changes where necessary. In light of recent
volatility, we are restricting transactions for certain securities to position closing only ... We also
raised margin requirements for certain securities,” a blog post by the firm reads. Some of the
stocks blocked from being purchased beyond GameStop are Nokia, AMC, Bed, Bath & Beyond,
Express, Koss, and Naked Brand Group.
Motherboard reported that the decision affects more than half of all Robinhood's roughly 13
million users, as ownership of GameStop stock is so widespread.
Robinhood Forcibly Selling Users’ Stocks
Robinhood users began reporting something still more nefarious on Thursday, however,
asserting that the company was selling their stock without their permission.
One email received by a user and posted on social media claims that “in light of recent volatility,
we are restricting certain transactions for certain securities to position closing only. However,
due to the unreasonable risk involved in brokering your position, we have closed your 4,500
shares of GME for an average price of $118.93 on January 28, 2021, at 11:24 am.”
Where that price came from is unclear, since its value on Thursday ranged from $112.00 to
$493.00.
Others reported that orders for stock were cancelled and refunded by Robinhood. Michelle
Witte, a journalist who co-hosts Political Misfits on Radio Sputnik, said her order of $15 in
American Airlines stock was returned several hours after her purchase, with a message claiming
that she herself had cancelled the order.
Several days earlier, Witte said she bought some stock in Nokia, another of the firms the
WallStreetBets traders have invested in, but when she went onto the app on Thursday morning,
she was presented with several “very intrusive questions” about her salary, how much she was
investing, what her net worth was, and more - questions never asked of her previously, even
when signing up for the app.
Billionaire industrialist Elon Musk, whose tweets about the affair have helped to drive
GameStop’s value, sounded off about the forced selloffs, calling short-selling “a scam, legal only
for vestigial reasons.”
December 2020 SEC Probe
This is not the first time Robinhood has faced scrutiny for its trading practices.
Last month, the US Securities and Exchange Commission accused Robinhood of “repeated
misstatements that failed to disclose the firm’s receipt of payments from trading firms for routing
customer orders to them, and with failing to satisfy its duty to seek the best reasonably available
terms to execute customer orders.” The company agreed to pay a $65 million settlement.
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"Robinhood provided misleading information to customers about the true costs of choosing to
trade with the firm,” Stephanie Avakian, director of the SEC’s Enforcement Division, said in the
news release. “Brokerage firms cannot mislead customers about order execution quality."
According to the Wall Street Journal. Robinhood failed to disclose on its website until 2018 that
it engaged in the practice of payment for order flow, in which “it took payments from high-speed
trading firms for sending them customers’ orders to buy or sell stocks or options.”
Dan Gallagher, chief legal officer at Robinhood and a former SEC official, told Fox Business at
the time that “The settlement relates to historical practices that do not reflect Robinhood today.
We recognize the responsibility that comes with having helped millions of investors make their
first investments, and we’re committed to continuing to evolve Robinhood as we grow to meet
our customers’ needs.”
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Photos: Chinese Navy's New Early Warning Plane Completes Test as Carrier Nears Completion
by Morgan Artvukhina
Electromagnetic catapults on China’s forthcoming aircraft carrier will enable it to launch aircraft
with more bombs and fuel than its present carriers, which use elevated bow ramps. The
technology is unproven, however, and the USS Ford has struggled to keep the technology more
reliable than the older steam-powered catapults.
Photos emerged on social media on Thursday showing China’s forthcoming airborne
early-warning aircraft, the KJ-600, up in the air once more. The prop-driven plane is intended to
operate from a Type 003 aircraft carrier presently under construction in Shanghai.
The test reportedly took place in Xi’an on Wednesday, according to a People’s Liberation Army
spokesperson who talked to the South China Morning Post. The source confirmed the new
photos posted on Sina Weibo were indeed from a new flight and not a prior test. The KJ-600
flew for the first time last August.
The KJ-600, which bears a striking resemblance to the US Navy’s E-2 Hawkeve. is designed to
fly from an aircraft carrier just as the Hawkeye is. The huge mushroom-shaped radome atop the
aircraft contains an active electronically scanned array (AESA) doppler radar that can extend
the carrier’s detection network by hundreds of miles in every direction.
China’s existing carriers use helicopters with large radar arrays, but they cannot provide the
range or loitering time a fixed-wing aircraft like the KJ-600 can. However, the slow plane needs
a powerful catapult on the carrier’s flight deck to launch it into the air - something neither
existing Chinese carrier uses.
The new Type 003 aircraft carrier, a larger and more advanced warship than the PLA Navy’s
Shandong and Liaoning carriers, will have such a device. The ship is presently under
construction at the sprawling Jiangnan shipyard in northern Shanghai. Sometimes it is called the
Type 002 due to an unclear designation for the Shandong, which was variably called Type 001a
and Type 002 before its commissioning.
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New photos of the drydock show the ship’s power plant being installed; observers believe the
photos depict steam turbines, settling an ongoing dispute about whether the warship would be
nuclear-powered, like the US Navy’s aircraft carriers.
Two independent military sources told the SCMP earlier this month that the keel of a fourth
carrier, a sister ship to the Type 003, would be laid later this year after being delayed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The first Type 003 is also expected to be completed this year.
Beijing is also building a series of amphibious assault ships with carrier flight decks for
launching helicopters as well as a rear well dock for disembarking landing craft for amphibious
assaults. The first of these Type 075 warships was photographed next to the Shandong at a
naval base on Hainan while on sea trials last month.
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Pelosi: House Eyeing Reconciliation Bill Next Week to Advance COVID-19 Relief Without GOP
Support
by Gabv Arancibia
US President Joe Biden’s COVID-19 relief plans aim to inject more funds into the nation's
healthcare system and economy as the deadly pandemic continues to ravage the American
public. While many lawmakers are in support of the plan, Republican officials are not fully on
board with all aspects of the relief.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) told reporters on Thursday that members of the House of
Representatives would begin taking up efforts to pass the Biden administration’s proposed
COVID-19 relief plan, starting next week.
The California Democrat indicated the House chamber would be moving forward with its
intention by using budget reconciliation procedures so that Dems could clear the pandemic aid
bill, with or without GOP support.
The arcane reconciliation process allows congressional lawmakers to advance certain spending
or tax bills through a simple majority, sidestepping the typical 60-vote threshold that most pieces
of legislation need in order to be considered. The first step in the process is a budget resolution
that will serve as a blueprint for a committee to write out the funding measure, which in this case
is what Pelosi intends to introduce in the coming week.
Pelosi explained to reporters during a conference that “by the end of the week we’ll be finished
with the budget resolution.” She added that while officials hope to gain Republican support for
the COVID-19 plan, Democrats must prepare for all outcomes.
“We have to be ready,” she stressed, also noting that Democrats “have more leverage getting
cooperation on the other side if they know we have an alternative as well.”
Echoing remarks made previously by Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY), Sen.
Dick Durbin (D-IL1 stated that the Senate chamber is “hoping” to also hold a vote on a budget
resolution next week.
Biden’s relief measures include speeding up vaccination efforts and providing financial support
to struggling Americans and small businesses hurt by the pandemic’s effects on the US
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economy. The plan specifically calls for upping unemployment support by $300 and sending out
another direct payment to eligible Americans, among other programs.
Republican lawmakers have supported the call to increase funding for vaccination efforts, but
have stepped back from providing $1,400 stimulus check to the needy and a $350 billion lifeline
that Biden intends to give to state and local governments.
Biden has not yet endorsed the reconciliation process put forth by the Democrats, explaining
that he prefers to see how negotiations with Republican lawmakers proceed. During his
inaugural speech. Biden called on both parties to “set aside politics and finally face this
pandemic as one nation.”
While the budget reconciliation option does give Democrats a valid workaround, it poses issues
since it restricts what Congress is allowed to put into legislation. With the COVID-19 plan in
mind, it’s unclear whether Democrats will be able to include all their proposals into a measure
meant to pass with a simple majority.
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US Police Chief Calls for Permanent Fencing Around Capitol Building Amid Security Concerns
by Gabv Arancibia
In the days since the deadly January 6 Capitol riot, congressional lawmakers and law
enforcement officials have been analyzing protocol and raising questions over security plans at
the federal building, specifically how best to strengthen measures.
In light of a multitude of security failures that unfolded on January 6, acting US Capitol Police
Chief Yogananda Pittman is calling for permanent fencing to be installed around the historic
grounds.
In addition to the fencing, Pittman also highlighted in a Thursday statement the importance and
necessity of establishing additional security forces near the Capitol to assist Capitol police
should a situation occur.
“As I noted earlier this week, even before September 11,2001, security experts argued that
more needed to be done to protect the US Capitol. In fact, a 2006 security assessment
specifically recommended the installation of a permanent perimeter fence around the Capitol,”
Pittman noted.
“In light of recent events, I can unequivocally say that vast improvements to the physical
security infrastructure must be made to include permanent fencing, and the availability of ready,
back-up forces in close proximity to the Capitol.”
At present, three security assessments are being conducted by Capitol police, the agency’s
inspector general and a third party entity under the orders of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(D-CA).
Fencing currently installed near the US Capitol was erected in days after hundreds of Trump
supporters stormed the building in a failed effort to stop the electoral certification of the US
election, resulting in five deaths, including a Capitol police officer. Much of the 7-foot-high,
non-scalable fencing has been topped with razor wire as an added measure for deterrence.
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One day after the deadly Capitol riot, the Secretary of the Army Ryan McCarthy revealedthat the
fencing would stay in place for at least a 30-day period.
Amid Pittman's statement, Washington, DC, Mayor Muriel Bowser issued remarks of her own on
Thursday noting the fencing installed near the Capitol and the White House would be taken
down "when the time is right," but that permanent fencing will not be a "long-term fixture in DC."
The latest development came as federal officials have warned that individuals emboldened by
the violent insurrection may be planning to stage similar attacks in the coming days and weeks.
The Department of Homeland Security issued a warninqthrouqh its National Terrorism Advisory
System alerting Americans of a “heightened threat" from possible domestic extremists.
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Prominent Award-Winning Actress Cicely Tyson Dead at 96
by Gaby Arancibia
The groundbreaking, pioneering black actress was known for various works including the 1972
film "Sounder" and the 1974 telling of "The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman," among others.
Emmy and Tony award-winning actress Cicely Tyson, who made a name for herself across film,
television and theater, has died at the age of 96, her manager announced Thursday.
Tyson's death was announced through a family statement released by her manager Larry
Thompson. "With heavy heart, the family of Miss Cicely Tyson announces her peaceful
transition this afternoon. At this time, please allow the family their privacy," it reads.
Thompson did not offer any details on the cause of death or provide any indication that Tyson
had been suffering from an illness prior to her death.
Throughout her career, Tyson became known for starring in roles that portrayed strong Black
women, such as Coretta Scott King, Harriet Tubman and that of characters such as Jane
Pittman in the 1974 film and Rebecca Morgan in "Sounder."
In a 2013 interview with the Associated Press, the prominent actress explained to the outlet that
she is "very selective" when it comes to picking a role in any medium. "Unfortunately, I'm not the
kind of person who works only for money. It has to have some real substance for me to do it,"
she said.
Tyson's portrayal of Morgan prompted her first and only Oscar nomination in 1973; however,
that was only the beginning for the one-time model's award-winning career.
The Harlem native with West indies roots later went on to earn a multitude of honors, including
Emmys, Peabody Achievement award, NAACP Image awards, Kennedy Center honors and a
Tony award for her performance in the 2014 drama "The Trip to Bountiful."
In 2016, Tyson was presented with the Presidential Medal of Freedom by former US President
Barack Obama. At the ceremony, the former commander-in-chief noted that Tyson's body of
work "helped for us to see the dignity of every single beautiful memory of the American family."
Tyson released her memoir. "Just As I Am," on Tuesday.
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‘Window is Closing’: Iranian Diplomat Says US ‘Must Act Quickly’ to Rejoin JCPOA
by Gabv Arancibia
With US President Joe Biden just a few weeks into a four-year Oval Office term, talks of how the
new administration will work to repair US-lranian ties has been among the top concerns for
many Washington DC insiders, particularly when it concerns the JCPOA Iran nuclear deal.
A top Iranian diplomat has indicated that the US needs to take steps now, if it wants to ease
relations with Iran, to rejoin the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).
In an exclusive interview with USA Today, Majid Takht-Ravanchi, Iran’s ambassador to the
United Nations, stated that the Biden administration “must act quickly” before the opportunity to
return to the 2015 agreement is no longer an option.
“The window is closing” for the Biden team to act, the official underscored.
Iran’s parliament established a February 21 deadline for the Biden administration to lift all US
sanctions that were either reimposed as a result of the US withdrawal from the JCPOA, or
penalties implemented as part of the Trump administration’s so-called 'maximum pressure'
campaign against the Middle Eastern country.
Takht-Ravanchi explained that if the US fails to act in time, UN nuclear inspectors would not
necessarily be ousted from Iran, but access to the nation’s nuclear sites would no longer be
provided on a voluntary basis.
"We have said time and again that if the US decides to go back to its international commitments
and lift all the illegal sanctions against Iran, we will go back to the full implementation of JCPOA,
which will benefit all sides," he told the outlet.
Touching on previous statements made by top Iranian officials, Takht-Ravanchi reiterated that
“the party that needs to change course is the United States,” and that Iran has no intention of
accepting a “renegotiation of the nuclear deal.”
Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif previously noted in an opinion piece published in the
Foreign Affairs magazine last week that the US could not simply call for a new nuclear pact and
“expect to have its way with Iran.”
While relations between the US and Iran were not ideal at the start of the Trump administration,
tensions among the two nations reached a fever peak after Trump ordered a drone
assassination strike near Iraq’s Baghdad International Airport that killed Iranian Maj. Gen.
Qasem Soleimani, the commander of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps’ elite Quds Force
and others.
The Trump administration only continued to increase tensions by tacking on new sanctions
against Iranian entities and officials, with the US blacklisting two foundations in the final days of
the Trump White House.
Although Biden has expressed that he intends to return to the JCPOA, it does not appear that
the newly sworn-in president will be able to simply take up the old reins tossed aside by Trump.
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken told a Senate panel ahead of his confirmation that the
Biden team was eyeing the start of a completely new deal that would seek signers from Israel
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and the Gulf states, both long-time foes of Iran. However, it is unclear how soon a new
agreement could develop, considering that Blinken indicated the US to be a “long way” from
cutting such a deal.
Blinken doubled down to reporters on Wednesday that the US would only return to the JCPOA if
Iran acted first and came "back into full compliance" with the 2015 deal's obligations, namely its
levels of enriched uranium.
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Ex-Fox News Editor Says US Election Divide Driven by 'Informational Malnourishment' From
Media
by Evan Craighead
Chris Stirewalt, who started at Fox News in July 2010, was part of the network's 'Decision Desk'
for the 2020 presidential election, and was the first to announce now-US President Joe Biden's
win in the historically red, or Republican, state of Arizona.
About a week after being fired from the Fox News Channel, Stirewalt, 45, published a new
opinion piece in the Los Angeles Times to condemn "political operators and their hype men in
the media" and express how "proud" he was for remaining true to his profession.
"I was proud of our being first to project that Joe Biden would win Arizona, and very happy to
defend that call in the face of a public backlash egged on by former President Trump," he wrote
in the January 28 article. "Being right and beating the competition is no act of heroism; it’s just
meeting the job description of the work I love. But what happens now that there are almost no
physical limits on the getting and giving of the news?"
Fox News caught backlash from pro-Trump supporters and Arizona’s Republican governor,
Doug Ducey, who continued to claim that it was "far too early to call the election in Arizona." At
the time, some one million ballots had yet to be counted.
Stirewalt was one of 20 staffers laid off from Fox News Digital on January 19.
“As we conclude the 2020 election cycle, Fox News Digital has realigned its business and
reporting structure to meet the demands of this new era,” a Fox News spokesperson said in a
statement obtained by The Wrap. “We are confident these changes will ensure the platform
continues to deliver breakthrough reporting and insightful analysis surrounding major issues,
both stateside and abroad.”
The veteran journalist stated that media needs to confront “a nation of news consumers both
overfed and malnourished.”
“Americans gorge themselves daily on empty informational calories, indulging their sugar fixes
of self-affirming half-truths and even outright lies,” Stirewalt wrote. “Can anyone really be
surprised that the problem has gotten worse in the last few years?”
He also highlighted that networks have "increasingly prioritized habituation over information,"
which he believes indulges "consumer’s worst cravings" and translates to "informational
malnourishment."
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Stirewalt's comments come just days after journalist Megyn Kelly, a former longtime Fox News
employee, claimed that what she characterized as US mainstream corporate media had played
a significant role in creating the current division and lack of trust in media and government.
"The media destroyed itself, but Trump certainly helped," Kelly told BBC 'Newsnight' presenter
Emily Maitlis. "He sort of set a trap that they walked right into and it worked, brilliantly."
Recounting CNN's news coverage prior to Trump's presidency, the former Fox News host
admitted that she "watched a lot" of rival network programming and initially disagreed with
Trump's early claims of bias.
"I was like, this is unfair," Kelly recalled, "CNN may be a little boring, but it is fair and it's factual
and it's not biased against Trump. And then they spent the next four years proving him right
[and] proving me wrong. They hated him so much they checked their objectivity," she
proclaimed, noting that it was "not just CNN - it was all of them."
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House Dems Slam GOP Over Greene's Education Committee Appointment Following CNN
Expose
by Evan Craighead
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA) rose to national attention this week after a CNN report
accused the lawmaker of supporting conspiracy theories and social media posts that called for
violence against Democratic members of US Congress.
Rep. Robert C. "Bobby" Scott issued a news release Thursday that made loose reference to
comments and social media activity that has been linked to Greene, who was recently
appointed to the House of Representatative's Education and Labor Committee.
"House Republican leadership is responsible for appointing Republican Members to the
Education and Labor Committee who can make a positive contribution to our work," he wrote.
"These appointments are supposed to reflect their commitment to serving students, parents,
and educators."
The congressman went on to run down a list of allegations that have been leveled against the
lawmaker, including her comments on the 2012 and 2018 school shootings at Sandy Hook
Elementary School in Sandy Hook, Connecticut, and Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida, - Most of the claims are tied to social media accounts which appear to have
been run by Greene or her team.
"House Republicans have appointed someone to this Committee who claimed that the killing of
20 children and six educators at Sandy Hook Elementary School was hoax," Scott
asserted."House Republicans have appointed someone to this Committee who claimed that the
killing of 14 students and three teachers at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School was
staged."
Former Facebook posts showed that the now-congresswoman referred to David Hogg, a
survivor of the 2018 Parkland who went on to become an anti-gun advocate, as "Little Hitler."
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"House Republicans have appointed someone to this Committee who has publicly endorsed
violence against elected officials," Scott added, referring to article published on Tuesday by
CNN. The "KFILE" piece highlighted concerning social media posts from 2018 and 2019.
For example, the outlet claimed Greene's Facebook account liked a comment that said "a bullet
to the head would be [a] quicker" way to eliminate Pelosi from Congress.
Speaking to reporters inside of the Capitol on Thursday, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA)
asserted that her legislative chamber needs additional funding for lawmaker safety because "the
enemy is within the House of Representatives."
"It means that we have members of Congress who want to bring guns on the floor and have
threatened violence on other members of Congress," she told reporters when pressed on who
the so-called enemy is.
Andy Harris (R-MD) and Lauren Boebert (R-CO) have both expressed a desire to be allowed to
bring firearms on the House floor. The latter part is believed to refer to Greene, whose social
media posts have been accused of inciting violence against lawmakers.
When @mtareenee posted this message, I took it as a threat of violence to members of
congress who look like me. This is why @FBI @HouseDemocrats need a full investigation of
Greene's insurrection role. pic.twitter.com/Y52GYzfrgp
— That Black Man (@markahost45) January 24, 2021
Sputnik reported earlier this week that Greene was facing calls to resign following the viral
exposure of her 2018 and 2019 social media posts and liked content. Additionally, the
unearthing of conspiracy theories and opinions of the lawmaker by CNN's KFILE prompted her
to issue a statement on the matter.
"Many posts have been liked. Many posts have been shared. Some did not represent my views.
Especially the ones that CNN is about to spread across the internet," she said on Twitter.
"It is absolutely appalling, and I think that the focus has to be on the Republican leadership of
this House of Representatives for the disregard that they have for the death of those children,"
Pelosi said, as reported by The Hill, referring to GOP leadership appointing Greene to the
education committee.
"What could they be thinking? Or is thinking too generous a word for what they might be doing?"
she asked. "You're just going to have to ask them why they thought that that raised itself to the
level of something appropriate to do in the Congress of the United States."
Scott concluded his Thursday release by asking Republican House Minority Leader Kevin
McCarthy to "explain how someone with this background represents the Republican party on
education issues."
When asked about Greene, a spokesperson for McCarthy expressed that the "comments are
deeply disturbing" and will be addressed with Greene, as "Leader McCarthy plans to have a
conversation with the Congresswoman about them," according to The Hill.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
RPT - ISS Crew Member Reveals Difficulties of Filming Virtual Reality Documentary in Space
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The crew on the International Space Station (ISS) has
faced unique challenges while producing a new virtual reality documentary although factors
such as weightlessness have also provided an advantage, Russian cosmonaut and ISS
engineer Sergey Kud-Sverchkov told Sputnik.
In December, Russia’s Space Agency Roscosmos announced it is producing a documentary
series - together with Canada's Felix & Paul Studios - called "Space Explorers: The ISS
Experience," in a virtual reality format. The studio said filming will run through the first quarter of
2021.
"A peculiarity of filming in space is that the professionals who make films and write scripts have
never been to the station, and we, the cosmonauts, have never done professional filming,"
Kud-Sverchkov said. "In this environment, it is important to have a clear understanding of what
should be the result... We have to pay close attention to all the recommendations for shooting,
the text, the filming process itself, the correct placement and settings of the equipment, the
location of objects and people in the shot."
Due to the tight cosmonauts' schedule, Kud-Sverchkov continued to say, there is often only one
take possible. However, the environment also can provide some benefits.
"Here, weightlessness helped us: the camera could even be placed on the ceiling, and after
installation it was not necessary to bypass it, as on Earth," Kud-Sverchkov said.
Kud-Sverchkov noted that Russian crew members, including himself, and the expedition
commander, Roscosmos cosmonaut Sergei Ryzhikov, have taken part in the filming, while their
American colleagues helped them install the camera on every shooting day.
"The location for the camera is a negotiated decision," the cosmonaut explained. "Depending on
the plot, on a specific day of shooting, the location was proposed by the director and the
creative team, then the possibility of installing the camera in a specific location was evaluated
by technical specialists on Earth, but the final decision was made depending on the real
situation here at the station."
A unique, specially produced camera is used that has the capability to film in space in a
360-degree format, he added.
"After installing and turning on, the camera stood in the Russian segment of the ISS for several
hours and continuously filmed everyday life: whether it was experiments, communication,
training or eating," he said.
Kud-Sverchkov said the task of the virtual reality format is to transfer the viewer to the station in
order to experience the life of cosmonauts.
"During the cosmonaut expedition, a significant part of the time is spent on performing
experiments. During the past filming days, we filmed three experiments, and also talked about
the 3D Bioprinter, thanks to which in the future it will be possible to grow human organs and
tissues or, for example, meat for food," he said.
Kud-Sverchkov also underscored that in addition to work, the ISS is a real "space house", and
everyday episodes are part of a plot for filming. When asked why such a project as this
documentary is interesting to him, Kud-Sverchkov said that he thinks it is important that more
people learn about the ISS itself.
"After all, the ISS is a unique example of how people from different countries work together,
creating new models of space technology, testing new technologies, and making scientific
discoveries," he said. "The use of 3D technologies in the new multimedia project and the
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creation of the effect of presence makes it possible, albeit virtually, to see the station through
the eyes of a cosmonaut, to see how we live and work in space."
He said it is also important that the ISS experience project is international.
"Both adults and, even more importantly, children in Russia and around the world will be able to
feel themselves cosmonauts without going into space," Kud-Sverchkov concluded.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
RPT - Police Arrest Armed Man Near US Capitol - Spokesperson
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - An armed resident of the state of West Virginia has
been arrested near the US Capitol, Washington DC Metropolitan Police spokesperson told
Sputnik.
"Arrested was 71 year-old Dennis Westover, of South Charleston, West Virginia," the
spokesperson said Thursday.
The US Capitol Police (USCP) said in a statement that the incident occurred on Wednesday
afternoon when a man exited his vehicle near the US Congress complex.
"The USCP Officer made contact with the suspect and asked if there was a gun in the vehicle,
to which the suspect advised there was a pistol in the center console. The suspect was placed
under arrest and transported to headquarters for processing," the statement said.
The man charged with carrying a pistol without a license, possession of unregistered
ammunition, and unlawful possession of a firearm, the statement added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Defense Secretary Discusses Pandemic, Mideast With French Counterpart - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - New US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin discussed
Middle East issues, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and the ongoing global COVID-19
pandemic with French Minister of the Armed Forces Florence Parly in a telephone conversation,
Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby said in a readout.
"Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin III spoke by phone today with French Minister of the Armed
Forces Florence Parly," Kirby said on Thursday. "[They]... discussed security and stability in
Africa, the need for continued vigilance against terrorism, the pandemic, and the situation in Iraq
and Afghanistan as well as the broader Middle East."
Earlier, Kirby said the United States had not decided on its force presence in Afghanistan as it
was worried about Taliban failure to abide by commitments.
The two defense leaders, the release added, agreed on the importance of cooperation in
fighting terrorism in the Sahel and discussed shared interests in the Indo-Pacific region.
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This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Justice Dept. Probing SpaceX Over Hiring Discrimination Complaint - Reports
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US Justice Department has opened an investigation
into whether SpaceX engages in employment discrimination against non-US citizens, CNBC
reported.
The report on Thursday said the Justice Department's division of Immigrant and Employee
Rights received a complaint in May accusing SpaceX of discriminating against non-US citizens
in its hiring.
Moreover, SpaceX failed to comply with a subpoena for document related to the company's
hiring practices, the report said.
The Justice Department is asking a court to order SpaceX to comply with the subpoena within
two weeks, the report added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Pelosi Says Received Briefing on US Capitol Security Review in Light of January 6 Riot
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said she has received a briefing on the early assessment of the security infrastructure in place
on Capitol Hill that was conducted in light of the January 6 riot.
"I was pleased to be briefed on the General’s initial assessment which covered operational
readiness, inter-agency cooperation, security infrastructure and the morale and readiness of
institutional staff," Pelosi said in a statement on Thursday.
Pelosi had directed a task force, led by retired Lt. Gen. Russel Honore, to review the Capitol Hill
security infrastructure, command and control, interagency procedures and training exercises,
the release noted.
The review was launched January 22 and will conclude by at least March 5, according to the
release.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Police Chief Proposes Permanent Fence Around US Capitol After January 6 Incident
WASHINGTON, January 28(Sputnik) - Acting chief of US Capitol Police Yogananda Pittman
called for making the fence recently put around the seat of the national legislature permanent
and for back-up forces to prevent threats to the security of the building.
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"In light of recent events, I can unequivocally say that vast improvements to the physical
security infrastructure must be made to include permanent fencing, and the availability of ready,
back-up forces in close proximity to the Capitol," Pittman said in a statement on Thursday.
On January 6, a group of supporters of former President Donald Trump entered the US Capitol
to protest the lawmakers accepting the electoral slates from several US states that Trup claims
were invalid and robbed him of election victory. In the melee outside the building, three people
died, including an Air Force veteran and Trump supporter who was shot by police.
Pittman said that an insufficient security of the building has been for years viewed as an issue
with specific recommendations for a permanent perimeter fence dating back to as early as
2006.
The January 6 incident marked the most significant breach of US Capitol grounds since the
British set fire to it in 1814.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Democrats in House, Senate Mull Limits on Financial Markets, 'Predatory' Hedge Funds
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The chairs of US House and Senate committees that
oversee financial markets announced hearings on rule-breaking by Wall Street investors and
hedge fund managers that profit by short sales of securities they do not own, Congresswoman
Maxine Waters and Senator Sherrod Brown said in separate social media posts.
“We must deal with the hedge funds whose unethical conduct directly led to the recent market
volatility and we must examine the market in general and how it has been manipulated by
hedge funds and their financial partners to benefit themselves while others pay the price, US
House Financial Chairwoman Waters said in her post on Thursday.
Waters added that private hedge funds “engaging in predatory short selling must be stopped.”
A short sale takes place when an investor signs a contract to sell something he or she does not
own and plans to purchase later when prices fall. It is essentially a bet that the price of a stock
or other security will drop.
Brown post was more succinct, denouncing Wall Street as a bad place where people "only care
about the rules when they’re the ones being hurt.”
Brown, who chairs the Senate Banking Committee, and Waters both announced plans to hold
oversight hearings - typically a first step in drafting legislation.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Guterres Welcomes Biden's Decision to Restore Funding to UN Population Fund - Statement
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UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres welcomed
the announcement by the administration of US President Joe Biden to restore funding to the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA).
Earlier on Thursday, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said that Biden signed a
memorandum revoking the so-called Mexico City Policy that prohibits federal funds to aid
non-governmental groups promoting abortion as a method of family planning. Pursuant to the
decision, Washington said it will contribute $32.5 million in 2021 million to support the work of
UNFPA.
"I welcome the announcement of the Biden-Harris Administration to restore funding to the UN
Population Fund," Guterres said in a statement on Thursday. "The decision will transform and
save women's and girls' lives across the world."
The UN chief also hailed Biden’s announcement to rescind the Mexico City Policy, introduced
by the former administration of President Donald Trump, saying that the policy had led to the
defending of reproductive health services globally, along with broader health services in the
middle of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Guterres added that these decisions send a powerful message to women across the globe that
their rights matter.
In 2017, the Trump administration decided to halt funding for the UNFPA, saying that the
agency supports or participates in the management of a program of coercive abortion or
involuntary sterilization in China.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Trump Commits to Help Elect Republicans in 2022 House, Senate Races - Congressman
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - Former President Donald Trump has promised to
campaign for Republican candidates running for the US House of Representatives and the
Senate in the midterm elections of November 2022, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy
said in a statement.
"Today, President Trump committed to helping elect Republicans in the House and Senate in
2022," McCarthy said on Thursday. "For the sake of our country, the radical Democrat agenda
must be stopped."
Polls show Trump has retained the enthusiastic support of his Republican base despite losing
the November 2020 presidential election to President Joe Biden - an outcome he continues to
dispute.
"House Republicans and the Trump administration achieved historic results for all Americans.
We were able to do this because we listened to and understood the concerns of our fellow
citizens that had long been ignored. As a result, House Republicans defied the experts and the
media by expanding our growing coalition across the country," McCarthy said.
McCarthy accused the Democrats who now control both chambers of Congress of putting
forward a divisive agenda, including impeaching Trump after he had become a private citizen
and destroying blue-collar energy jobs.
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This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Defense Chief to Review Domestic Extremism Within Ranks - Press Secretary
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin and Joint Chiefs of
Staff Chairman Mark Milley will review the issue of domestic extremism in the military, Pentagon
Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters.
"He [Austin] and Chairman Milley have spoken about this particular issue and they both
expressed their commitment to trying to get after it to find the best way forward to understand
the scope of the problem inside the ranks," Kirby said during a press briefing on Thursday.
Kirby added that both leaders also talked about how to deal with the behavior and conduct
driven by extremist beliefs in the ranks.
Last year, the US authorities found that 68 service members had ties to domestic extremism,
Kirby said.
Investigations into the incident at the US Capitol on January 6 revealed several former service
members took part in it.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
General Motors Sets 2040 Target Date to Achieve Global Carbon Neutrality
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US and global auto giant General Motors (GM)
announced plans to achieve net-zero carbon emissions by 2040, primarily by expanding
production of battery powered electric vehicles.
"General Motors is committed to reaching carbon neutrality in its global products and operations
by 2040, supported by a commitment to science-based targets," a company press release said
on Thursday.
The strategy is based on a transition to battery powered electric vehicles, other zero-emissions
vehicle technology, sourcing renewable electricity and leveraging minimal offsets, the release
said.
By 2035, the company plans to eliminate all tailpipe emissions from "new light duty vehicles,"
presumably a reference to cars and possibly small trucks, the release also said.
GM said it will offer 30 all-electric models globally by mid-decade and 40 percent of the
company’s US models offered will be battery electric vehicles by the end of 2025, the release
added.
The company said it will invest $27 billion in electric and autonomous vehicles in the next five
years, an increase from $20 billion planned before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic,
according to the release.
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This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Pentagon Received FEMA Request to Assist in Vaccine Distribution - Press Secretary
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US Defense Department has received a request
from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to assist with the distribution of
novel coronavirus vaccines throughout the United States, Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby
said.
"On the FEMA request, we are in receipt of a request by FEMA for Defense Department
capabilities to assist in vaccine distribution," Kirby said during a press briefing on Thursday.
Kirby said he could not go into further detail about what the request entails.
The Biden administration aims to have 100 federally-backed coronavirus vaccination centers
throughout the United States by the end of January.
President Joe Biden has said he wants to have 100 million vaccinations administered within his
first 100 days in office.
The United States has reported more than 25.6 million cases of the novel coronavirus and more
than 431,000 virus-related deaths as of Thursday afternoon, according to the Johns Hopkins
University.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Three New COVID-19 Variants Circulate in 14 Countries in the Americas - Health Agency
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - Three coronavirus mutated strains now active in the
Western Hemisphere pose a threat of heightened contagion and severity of COVID-19, the
UN-affiliated Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) said.
One of the three variants first appeared in the United Kingdom and another in South Africa,
PAHO said in a press release on Thursday.
"The two variants detected in the United Kingdom so far do not appear to have generated
community transmission in the region of the Americas," PAHO incident Manager Sylvain
Aldighieri said. "So far, cases appear to be limited to people traveling from the two countries or
connected to people traveling from those countries."
The third variant, detected in the state of Amazonas, Brazil, is most prevalent locally and
researchers have recently suggested a causal link with recent increases in COVID-19
hospitalization in the city of Manus, PAHO said.
The UK and South African mutations appear to pose a higher risk of death than the original
virus from China, according to recent research cited by the PAHO. Media reports indicate that
both also are more contagious.
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Two approved US vaccines - Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech - create an immunity to both
strains, according to both companies, which also say they are developing booster shots that
could be needed for future mutations.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
White House Outraged With Pakistan Supreme Court Decision to Acquit Killer of US Reporter
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States is outraged with the Pakistani
Supreme Court decision to acquit UK citizen of Pakistani origin Omar Saeed Sheikh and other
suspects accused of decapitating US journalist Daniel Pearl in 2002, White House press
secretary Jen Psaki said on Thursday.
"The United States is outraged by the Pakistani Supreme Court’s decision to affirm the
acquittals of those responsible for Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl's kidnapping and
brutal murder, which shocked the world’s conscience in 2002," Psaki told reporters.
Psaki said that Pakistani authorities have pursued justice for the slain reporter, but called on
Islamabad to consider other legal options, including having Sheikh tried for murder in the United
States.
The United States is committed to holding those responsible for Pearl’s murder accountable,
Psaki added.
The acquittal also drew condemnation from the non-governmental organization Reporters
Without Borders.
Daniel Pearl, who was the Wall Street Journal's South Asia bureau chief, was abducted and
beheaded by Islamist militants in the southern Pakistani city of Karachi when he was covering
terrorist networks in the country. Four men, including Sheikh, were arrested and convicted of
kidnapping and murdering the journalist.
Sheikh was sentenced to death in 2002, but the sentence was overturned in April 2020, when
the Sindh High Court in Karachi lifted all charges except for the kidnapping, which is punishable
by seven years imprisonment in Pakistan. Three other suspects, who were sentenced to life
imprisonment in 2002, also had their convictions overturned in April. The Pakistani authorities,
however, used emergency detention powers to keep the four in jail.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Yet to Decide on Presence in Afghanistan, Still Involved in Taliban Talks - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States has not yet decided on its troop
presence in Afghanistan amid ongoing talks with the Taliban and concerns over the group's
failure to meet its commitments, Defense Department Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters.
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"There hasn’t been any decision made now about what that force presence is going to look like
going forward," Kirby said on Thursday.
Kirby also said the US is still involved in trying to get a negotiated settlement with the Taliban
but is concerned the group is failing to meet its commitments.
Kirby pointed out that there is looming deadline as of early May, and stressed that without the
Taliban meeting their commitments, it is hard to see a specific way forward.
"But we are still committed to that, there is no question about that," Kirby said.
The State Department said earlier in the day that US Secretary of State Antony Blinken spoke
over the telephone with Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and informed him that the United States
has been reviewing the agreement it concluded with the Taliban.
On Friday, the White House National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan said the United States will
determine if the Taliban is meeting terms of the agreement that call for the insurgents to break
away from terrorist groups, reduce violence and engage in talks with Kabul.
The agreement also calls for the United States to withdraw troops in exchange for the Taliban
not allowing Afghanistan to become a terrorist safe haven.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
SPUTNIK TOP STORIES OF THE DAY
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) US FOREIGN POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
* The United States continues to be engaged in trying to reach a negotiated settlement in
Afghanistan but believes the Taliban has not met its commitments under the peace agreement,
Defense Department Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Thursday.
* The Biden administration will conduct a review of the Trump administration’s Cuba policy to
ensure it is aligned with US objectives but will pursue its own path, White House Press
Secretary Jen Psaki told reporters.
* The United States will continue to convey to Russia at many levels its concerns related to the
arrest of opposition figure Alexey Navalny, Psaki said.
* US Secretary of State Antony Biinken and Italian Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio discussed the
Washington-Rome cooperation on the situation in Libya, State Department said in a readout.
ARMENIA PROTESTS
* Protesters in the Armenian capital of Yerevan gathered near the office of the prosecutor
general on Wednesday and called for Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan to be arrested, a Sputnik
correspondent reported on Thursday.
DEADLY CHEMICAL LEAK IN GEORGIA
* At least five individuals have died and ten others were injured following a liquid nitrogen leak at
a food processing plant in the US state of Georgia, Hall County Fire Services official Zach
Brackett said on Thursday.
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CORONAVIRUS THERAPIES
* Russia has developed a new test that can distinguish the "regular" coronavirus from a virus
with new mutations, Popova said.
* Up to 25 percent of Russians have antibodies specific to the coronavirus, Russian public
health chief Anna Popova said.
* The US state of South Carolina has confirmed the first two known cases in the United States
of the South African novel coronavirus strain, the state’s Health Department said in a press
release on Thursday.
US ECONOMY
* The US economy shrank 3.5 percent in 2020 as the coronavirus pandemic measures
continued to take their toll on the country, the Commerce Department said on Thursday.
* The US trade deficit in goods narrowed by $3 billion, or about 3.5 percent, in December to
reach $82.5 billion, data from the Commerce Department’s Census Bureau showed.
* US weekly jobless claims fell more than 7 percent last week, registering their second weekly
decline as the labor market and economy continued to struggle from the coronavirus pandemic,
Labor Department data showed.
SOCIAL NETWORKS ROLE IN RUSSIA RALLIES
* The Kremlin believes that social networks should not become a platform for promoting
unauthorized rallies, spokesman Dmitry Peskov said on Thursday.
* Both foreign and Russian social networks have started actively removing calls on teenagers to
participate in unauthorized rallies, in compliance with the prosecutors' requirement, Russian
media watchdog Roskomnadzor said.
* As many as 267 people were held administratively liable for violations committed during the
unauthorized rallies in Moscow on January 23, and 110 of them were placed under arrest, the
Russian Interior Ministry told Sputnik.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
ISS Crew Member Reveals Difficulties of Filming Virtual Reality Documentary in Space
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The crew on the International Space Station (ISS) has
faced unique challenges while producing a new virtual reality documentary although factors
such as weightlessness have also provided an advantage, Russian cosmonaut and ISS
engineer Sergey Kud-Sverchkov told Sputnik.
In December, Russia’s Space Agency Roscosmos announced it is producing a documentary
series - together with Canada's Felix & Paul Studios - called "Space Explorers: The ISS
Experience," in a virtual reality format. The studio said filming will run through the first quarter of
2021
.
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"A peculiarity of filming in space is that the professionals who make films and write scripts have
never been to the station, and we, the cosmonauts, have never done professional filming,"
Kud-Sverchkov said. "In this environment, it is important to have a clear understanding of what
should be the result... We have to pay close attention to all the recommendations for shooting,
the text, the filming process itself, the correct placement and settings of the equipment, the
location of objects and people in the shot."
Due to the tight cosmonauts' schedule, Kud-Sverchkov continued to say, there is often only one
take possible. However, the environment also can provide some benefits.
"Here, weightlessness helped us: the camera could even be placed on the ceiling, and after
installation it was not necessary to bypass it, as on Earth," Kud-Sverchkov said.
Kud-Sverchkov noted that Russian crew members, including himself, and the expedition
commander, Roscosmos cosmonaut Sergei Ryzhikov, have taken part in the filming, while their
American colleagues helped them install the camera on every shooting day.
"The location for the camera is a negotiated decision," the cosmonaut explained. "Depending on
the plot, on a specific day of shooting, the location was proposed by the director and the
creative team, then the possibility of installing the camera in a specific location was evaluated
by technical specialists on Earth, but the final decision was made depending on the real
situation here at the station."
A unique, specially produced camera is used that has the capability to film in space in a
360-degree format, he added.
"After installing and turning on, the camera stood in the Russian segment of the ISS for several
hours and continuously filmed everyday life: whether it was experiments, communication,
training or eating," he said.
Kud-Sverchkov said the task of the virtual reality format is to transfer the viewer to the station in
order to experience the life of cosmonauts.
"During the cosmonaut expedition, a significant part of the time is spent on performing
experiments. During the past filming days, we filmed three experiments, and also talked about
the 3D Bioprinter, thanks to which in the future it will be possible to grow human organs and
tissues or, for example, meat for food," he said.
Kud-Sverchkov also underscored that in addition to work, the ISS is a real "space house", and
everyday episodes are part of a plot for filming. When asked why such a project as this
documentary is interesting to him, Kud-Sverchkov said that he thinks it is important that more
people learn about the ISS itself.
"After all, the ISS is a unique example of how people from different countries work together,
creating new models of space technology, testing new technologies, and making scientific
discoveries," he said. "The use of 3D technologies in the new multimedia project and the
creation of the effect of presence makes it possible, albeit virtually, to see the station through
the eyes of a cosmonaut, to see how we live and work in space."
He said it is also important that the ISS experience project is international.
"Both adults and, even more importantly, children in Russia and around the world will be able to
feel themselves cosmonauts without going into space," Kud-Sverchkov concluded.
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Biden Administration Wants to Ensure Undocumented Immigrants Get Vaccine - White House
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration is intent on ensuring that all
persons residing in the United States are immunized against COVID-19, including
undocumented immigrants, White House press secretary Jen Psaki said on Thursday.
"We do feel, as an administration, that ensuring that all people in the United States,
undocumented immigrants as well, of course, should receive access to the vaccine, because
that, one, is morally right, but also ensures that people in the country are also safe," Psaki told
reporters.
The White House press secretary added that the federal government is looking at ways to
address the vaccine hesitancy that exists in these communities.
According to the Pew Research Center, there are 10.5 million illegal aliens in the United States
as of 2020.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Ecuador Businessman Jailed for $4.4Mln Bribery, Money Laundering Plot - Justice Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - An Ecuador businessman has received a nearly three
year jail sentence for participating in a $4.4 million plot to bribe officials in the country's
state-controlled oil company, the Department of Justice announced in a press release on
Thursday.
"An Ecuadorian businessman living in Miami was sentenced today to 35 months in prison for his
role in a $4.4 million bribery and money laundering scheme that tunneled bribes to then-public
officials of Empresa Publica de Hidrocarburos del Ecuador (PetroEcuador), the state-owned and
state-controlled oil company of Ecuador," the release said.
Cevallos also admitted to conspiring to conceal and promote the bribe scheme by laundering
the funds through Miami-based shell companies and bank accounts.
Cevallos is the latest individual to be sentenced in the Justice Department’s ongoing
investigation into bribery and money laundering involving PetroEcuador, the release added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Orders End to Trump Administration Limits on Obama care, Medicaid
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden ended regulations imposed
during the Trump administration that limit access to Obama care subsidies for health insurance
and restrictions on access to Medicaid, a program that provides healthcare for low-income
Americans.
"We’re... restoring the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and restoring the Medicaid to the way
it was before [Donald] Trump became president,” Biden said while signing two executive orders.
"The best way to describe both orders is to undo the damage that Trump has done.”
The first order re-opens health insurance markets that were created by Obamacare for people
without employer-provided insurance with a special enrollment period from February 15 to May
15. it also eliminates many restrictions on Medicaid eligibility that were imposed during the
Trump administration, a White House fact sheet said.
The second order ends the so called Mexico-city policy, which prohibits US foreign aid to private
groups that provide abortions. The ban has been implemented by Republican presidents and
abandoned by Democratic presidents in a series of see-saw policy shifts dating back to the
Reagan administration.
He concluded brief remarks at the White House by adding that the COVID-19 crisis requires
expanded affordability of, and greater access to, both Medicaid and Obamacare.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden Administration Yet to Make Decision on Force Presence in Afghanistan - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States has not yet decided on what its troop
presence in Afghanistan will look like in the future, Defense Department Press Secretary John
Kirby told reporters on Thursday.
"There hasn’t been any decision made now about what that force presence is going to look like
going forward," Kirby said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Still Involved in Trying to Negotiate Settlement in Afghanistan - Pentagon
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States continues to be engaged in trying to
reach a negotiated settlement in Afghanistan but believes the Taliban has not met its
commitments, Defense Department Press Secretary John Kirby told reporters on Thursday.
"We are still involved in trying to get a negotiated settlement," Kirby said. "The Taliban have not
met their commitments."
1/28/2021 11:33:06 PM +03:00
Biden Administration to Review Trump Policies on Cuba, Pursue Own Path - White House
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The Biden administration will conduct a review of the
Trump administration’s Cuba policy to ensure it is aligned with US objectives but will pursue its
own path, White House press secretary Jen Psaki said on Thursday.
"Well review the Trump administration policies," Psaki told reporters, explaining that the US
policy on Cuba has to reflect two principles: support for democracy and human rights. "We will
take our own path."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Biden to Sign Executive Order on Immigration Next Week - White House
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden is expected to share more
details and possibly sign an executive order on immigration next week that would roll back more
actions of the previous Trump administration, White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki said
Thursday.
"In terms of our overarching approach to immigration, you know, there was an early draft
version of our executive order plan. We'll have more to say next week on immigration, the
president will," Psaki said when asked about the signing of the order.
CNN, citing two administration officials, reported earlier on Thursday that Biden was expected to
sign an executive order that would set up his goal of admitting tens of thousands more refugees
to the United States. Under Trump, the US refugee admissions program was largely decimated
following years of low arrivals, including a cap of 15,000 in fiscal year 2021.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Blinken, Italian Foreign Minister Discuss Cooperation on Libya - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Italian
Foreign Minister Luigi Di Maio have talked about Washington-Rome collaboration on the
situation in Libya, State Department Spokesperson Ned Price said in a readout on Thursday.
"The Secretary and the Foreign Minister also agreed to continue US-Italian cooperation in
Libya,” Price said.
Price said Blinken expressed his desire to rebuild and enhance the partnership between the two
nations.
“He emphasized the US desire to work with Italy, particularly in its role as President of the G20,
and other partners to address shared challenges including COVID-19, climate, and China,”
Price added.
On October 23, Libya's warring parties - the Government of National Accord (GNA) and the
Libyan National Army (LNA) - signed a nationwide ceasefire agreement during the United
Nations-facilitated joint military commission talks in Geneva.
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Libya has been split between two rival administrations after its longtime leader Muammar
Gaddafi was overthrown and murdered in 2011 by US- and EU-supported Islamic extremists.
The western part of the country is controlled by the GNA, backed by Turkey and Qatar, while
the eastern part is controlled by the LNA, supported by Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Expects to See Reset in US-China Relations, Cooperation on Climate Action
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said on
Thursday he hoped to see a reset in the US-China relations and the two countries’ mutual
engagement on addressing climate change.
“I hope we will see a reset in the relations between the United States and China,” Guterres said
during a press conference. “There is an area where I believe there is a growing convergence of
interests. And my appeal is for that area to be pursued by the two sides together with the whole
of the international community. And that area is climate action.”
Guterres also said he expects Washington and Beijing to be “strongly involved" in the
preparation for the UN Climate Change Conference, also known as COP26, scheduled to be
held in Glasgow on November 1-12 this year.
The UN chief further appealed to US and China to engage in a "serious negotiation" on trade
and technology to preserve one global economy and one Internet cybersecurity.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Capitol Police Chief Demands Permanent Fencing, More Force to Guard Congress Release
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - Permanent fences, back up forces and other "vast"
improvements must be made to guard the Capitol Hill complex where both chambers of
Congress meet following the storming of the building on January 6, acting Capitol Hill Police
Chief Yogananada Pittman said in a press release on Thursday.
"In light of recent events, I can unequivocally say that vast improvements to the physical
security infrastructure must be made to include permanent fencing, and the availability of ready,
back-up forces in close proximity to the Capitol," Pittman said.
Pittman was appointed at least temporarily to head the Capitol Police on January 8, two days
after the riot that led her predecessor to resign.
"In the days following January 6, 2021, with the assistance of our Federal and local law
enforcement partners, and our Congressional stakeholders, the United States Capitol Police
(USCP) has hardened the physical security across the Capitol Complex in order to further
protect the Congress," Pittman noted.
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Pittman said she would work with Congress on identifying the security improvements still
necessary to ensure the safety and security of the Congress and the Capitol, the release said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Canada to Receive 500,000 Less Vaccine Doses Than Expected - Ontario Official
TORONTO, January 28 (Sputnik) - Canada will receive 500,000 less COVID-19 vaccine doses
than anticipated in the coming weeks, Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliott said on Thursday.
"We were expecting to receive four million doses to Canada by the end of February, first part of
March. We've now been told that that's more like about 3.5 million, so we’re short about half a
million doses,” Elliott said speaking to reporters.
Earlier in the day, government sources in Alberta told Global News that Ottawa has informed
the province that Pfizer-BioNTech deliveries to Canada will be cut by 13 percent-the 500,000
doses Elliott mentioned.
During a press briefing on Thursday, Maj. Gen. Dany Fortin, Canada’s vaccine distribution czar,
stood by the federal estimates, saying that Pfizer has given assurances that the contractually
agreed upon four million doses would be delivered by the end of March, as scheduled.
However, reports say that the federal government’s pledge is conditional on Health Canada’s
approval of Pfizer's request to boost the number of dose extracts from a single vial from five to
six. Pfizer’s plan also requires a special low dead-volume needle syringe, of which there is a
shortage in Canada.
The row over vaccines comes amid a crippling COVID-19 vaccine shortage in Canada, with
some healthcare providers cancelling scheduled inoculations, while others have been told that
they will have to wait 42 days to receive the second dose, instead of the recommended 21 days.
Ontario Premier Doug Ford put pressure on Health Canada to approve other vaccines, including
Johnson & Johnson’s and AstraZeneca’s candidates, telling reporters on Thursday that
additional vaccines would be needed to cover the Pfizer’s shortfall, slamming the US drugmaker
in the process.
To date, 887,236 vaccine doses have been administered in Canada - a number far below other
nations, including Israel, China, India and the United States.
The vaccine shortage is in part owed to Pfizer’s retooling of its production facility in Europe.
Canada receives its vaccine supplies from Pfizer’s European production facility after former US
President Donald Trump signed an executive order to prioritize domestic distribution of vaccines
over their shipments to foreign countries.
Fortin has previously conceded that the country will likely experience a shortage of vaccine
doses through to the end of the first quarter of 2021.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
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US to Continue Communicating to Russia Concerns over Navainy - White House
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States will continue to convey to Russia at
many levels its concerns related to the arrest of opposition figure Alexey Navainy, the White
House spokeswoman Jen Psaki told reporters on Thursday.
"He [US President Joe Biden] didn't hold back in conveying his concern about the treatment of
Alexey Navainy and the treatment of protesters. And that is certainly something that we will
continue to communicate at many levels," Psaki said during a daily briefing.
On Saturday, multiple unauthorized protests took place in various regions of Russia instigated
by supporters of Navainy. Both the Russian Interior Ministry and Prosecutor General's Office
warned that those participating in such events would be held liable to prosecution. Moscow has
condemned US statements about the rallies as interference in its sovereign affairs.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
New York Undercounted COVID Deaths at Nursing Homes by Some 50% - State Attorney
General
NEW YORK, January 28 (Sputnik) - New York's health department undercounted
coronavirus-related deaths at nursing homes by as much as 50 percent, the state Attorney
General's Office said on Thursday.
“Since March, Attorney General [Letitia] James has been investigating nursing homes
throughout New York state based on allegations of patient neglect and other concerning
conduct that may have jeopardized the health and safety of residents and employees,” the office
said in a tweet. "Among those findings were that a larger number of nursing home residents
died from COVID-19 than the New York State Department of Health’s published nursing home
data reflected and may have been undercounted by as much as 50 percent.”
Fatality rates in New York nursing homes have been a talking point since last year as
Republican rivals to the state's Democrat Governor Andrew Cuomo accused him of
underplaying the crisis for political posterity.
Republicans, including officials in the then Trump administration, accused the Cuomo
administration of glossing over a more accurate estimate of nursing home deaths by only
counting deaths at the actual facilities, instead of including fatalities of residents who had been
transferred out to intensive care units of hospitals.
AG James’ 76-page report noted discrepancies between deaths reported to the attorney
general’s investigators and those officially released by the Health Department.
“Preliminary data obtained by OAG suggests that many nursing home residents died from
Covid-19 in hospitals after being transferred from their nursing homes, which is not reflected in
D.O.H.’s published total nursing home death data," a summary of the report said.
It added that a number of nursing homes were found to have “failed to comply with critical
infection control policies,” including not isolating residents who had tested positive for COVID-19
or screening employees for it.
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New York was one of the biggest COVi D-19 hotspots at the height of the pandemic’s breakout
in the first half of 2020.
At the peak of the COVID-19 outbreak, the state had about 18,000 people in hospital and there
were roughly 800 people dying a day from complications caused by the virus. As of \Afednesday,
there were 8,520 COVID-related hospitalizations in the state and 162 deaths.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
White House Outraged With Pakistan Supreme Court Decision to Acquit Killer of US Reporter
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States is outraged with the Pakistani
Supreme Court decision to acquit UK citizen of Pakistani origin Omar Saeed Sheikh accused of
decapitating US journalist Daniel Pearl in 2002, White House press secretary Jen Psaki said on
Thursday.
"The United States is outraged by the Pakistani Supreme Court’s decision to affirm the
acquittals of those responsible for Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl’s kidnapping and
brutal murder, which shocked the world’s conscience in 2002," Psaki told reporters.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Trains Estonia How to Respond to Use of WMD for Assassinations - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United Stated carried out this week training in
Estonia to assist local authorities in identifying the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
for assassinations and responding to such attacks, the US State Department said in a statement
on Thursday.
"This week, the United States conducted virtual training with partners from Estonia to help
national security policy-makers, first responders, and scientific leaders counter, respond to, and
investigate assassinations involving weapons of mass destruction,” the statement said.
The State Department alleges that Russia, Estonia’s neighbor, has “a particularly notorious
history of using WMD to target adversaries for assassination,” including by using the "Novichok”
nerve agent against former spy Sergei Skripal in 2018 and opposition figure Aleksey Navalny in
2020.
It reiterated calls on on Russia to cease “further use of chemical weapons and to fully declare
and destroy its chemical weapons program in accordance with its obligations under the
Chemical Weapons Convention."
Russia denies all allegations and has stated that it behaves strictly in accordance with
international law.
The State Department said that the training in Estonia was part of a series of initiatives it plans
to hold across Europe.
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“Recent events in Europe have highlighted the real threat of government-sanctioned, targeted
weapons of mass destruction attacks,” the statement said.
During the training US experts on counter-WMD strategies provided Estonian officials with
information necessary “to create contingency plans, define roles and responsibilities, and foster
an environment that allows authorities to conduct investigations quickly and effectively.”
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Senate Advances Mayorkas1 Nomination for Homeland Security Secretary
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US Senate on Thursday advanced Alejandro
Mayorkas' nomination for the position Homeland Security Secretary.
The Senate voted 55-42 to limit debate on Mayorkas' nomination.
The Senate will hold a final vote on Monday to confirm Mayorkas' nomination.
If confirmed, Mayorkas would be the first immigrant to run the Department of Homeland
Security.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Worried by Social Media Companies' Power, Calls for Creating Regulatory Framework
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said in a
press conference on Thursday that he is particularly worried about the power social media
companies have and called for creating a regulatory framework so that decisions such as
removing former US President Donald Trump’s account are done within the law.
When asked about whether he believed that Twitter banning Trump was a right step, Guterres
said that a regulatory framework should be created so that decisions like this are implemented
"in line with the law."
"I do not think that we can live in a world where too much power is given to a reduced number of
companies," Guterres said. "I’m particularly worried with the power that they already have, the
volume of information that is being gathered about each one of us, [and] the lack of control we
have about the data related to ourselves."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Americans Fear Trump Senate Trial Will Further Divide US by 3-to-1 Margin - Poll
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The upcoming Senate trial of former President Donald
Trump on a House impeachment charge will increase the political divisions in the United States,
voters said by a 3-to-1 margin in a Rasmussen Reports poll released on Thursday,
"Fifty-seven percent (57 percent) of voters say Trump’s trial will cause more division in America,
compared to 19 percent who say the trial will help unite the country, a press release explaining
the poll said.
The remaining 20 percent voiced skepticism that the trial will make a difference, the poll said.
However, on the question of whether the Senate should convict Trump or reject the US House
of Representatives charge of inciting insurrection, nearly everyone surveyed had made up their
minds.
The poll indicated that half of likely US voters (50 percent) want the Senate to reject the
impeachment while 45 percent said Trump should be convicted.
The House of Representatives voted to impeach Trump on charges of inciting insurrection,
following the January 6 occupation of the Capitol by a group of Trump supporters who wanted to
protest legislators accepting elector slates from battleground US states that Trump claims are
invalid and robbed him of election victory.
The Senate trial is scheduled to begin on February 9.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Trains Estonia How to Respond to Use of WMD for Assassinations - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United Stated carried out this week training in
Estonia to assist local authorities to identify the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) for
assassinations and respond to such attacks, the US State Department said in a statement on
Thursday.
"This week, the United States conducted virtual training with partners from Estonia to help
national security policy-makers, first responders, and scientific leaders counter, respond to, and
investigate assassinations involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD),” the statement said.
The State Department alleges that Russia, Estonia’s neighbor, has “a particularly notorious
history of using WMD to target adversaries for assassination,” including by using the "Novichok”
nerve agent against former spy Sergei Skripal in 2018 and opposition figure Aleksey Navalny in
2020.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Democrats Will Go It Alone on COVID Relief if Republicans Oppose - US House Speaker Pelosi
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - Democrats pushing forth a $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief
plan are hoping to secure cooperation from rival Republicans to avoid a partisan fight, House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi said Thursday.
"We will pass a reconciliation bill - if we need it," Pelosi told reporters, referring to the
Democrats’ ability to pass the bill by simple majority if required, without Republican votes. "We
would hope that we would have bipartisan cooperation to meet the needs of the American
people."
President Joe Biden, who took office on January 20, said on Monday that it could take a couple
of weeks for the Democrat-controlled House of Representatives to finalize his COVID-19 relief
plan, expressing hope that the matter would get adequate support from the Republicans in the
Senate where the Democrats had a majority of just one.
But Democrats will use the reconciliation process if negotiations do not go well, he added.
Reconciliation is a process that allows the Senate to pass tax and spending legislation with a
bare majority vote. Democrats and Republicans both have 50 seats in the Senate now, with
Vice President Kamala Harrris having an additional vote to break the tie.
Mitch McConnell, Republican minority leader for the Senate, weighed in on Biden's $1.9 trillion
stimulus plan for the first time Monday, saying it "misses the mark." Elaborating, the noted that
the Senate just approved an additional $900 billion in pandemic relief in December, and that any
further action "should be smart and targeted, not just an imprecise deluge of borrowed money
that would direct huge sums toward those who don’t need it."
Congress passed the first Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act under
the then Trump administration in March 2020, dispensing roughly $3 trillion as paycheck
protection for workers, loans and grants for businesses and other personal aid for qualifying
citizens and residents.
After that, Democrats in the House of Representatives got into a messy partisan fight with the
Republicans in the Senate on a successive relief plan despite millions of Americans remaining
jobless and being unable to pay for mortgage, rent and sometimes even food. The $900 billion
relief was the last bipartisan bill passed by the Trump administration.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
At Least 5 Dead, 10 Hurt in Chemical Leak at Food Plant in US State of Georgia - Official
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - At least five individuals have died and ten others were
injured following a liquid nitrogen leak at a food processing plant in the state of Georgia, Hall
County Fire Services official Zach Brackett said on Thursday.
"Currently we have five fatalities that have been confirmed on the scene," Brackett said during a
press conference.
Brackett said four firefighters are among the total number of injured persons.
Northeast Georgia Health System Public Relations Director Sean Couch added that one patient
died while undergoing treatment, but did not indicate whether the person was included in the
five confirmed fatalities.
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Three individuals are in critical condition and five others are in fair condition, Couch said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Blinken, Borrell Discuss US-EU Cooperation on China - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken and EU High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell discussed ways to improve
US-EU bilateral relations as well as cooperation on issues related to China, the State
Department said in a readout of the conversation on Thursday.
"Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken spoke with EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy and Vice President of the European Commission Josep Borrell today to discuss
ways to repair, revitalize, and raise the level of ambition in the US-EU relationship," Price said.
"The Secretary and the High Representative also agreed to continue strong US-EU cooperation
on issues related to China."
Blinken thanked Borrel for the European Union’s leadership in various areas in recent years and
emphasized the United States’ desire to work with the bloc as well as its member states to
address issues like the COVID-19 response, climate change, Transatlantic data flows and
economic cooperation, the readout said.
US-China relations have plummeted to their lowest point in years as the two preeminent global
economic powers have engaged in an ongoing trade war, among other points of contention.
The United States has repeatedly accused China of unfair trade practices, intellectual property
theft and other infractions, while Beijing has accused Washington of flouting international norms
and rules in its effort to promote US national interests.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
At Least 5 Dead, 10 Hurt in Chemical Leak at Food Plant in US State of Georgia - Official
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - At least five individuals have died and ten others were
injured following a liquid nitrogen leak at a food processing plant in the state of Georgia, Hall
County Fire Services official Zach Brackett said on Thursday.
"Currently we have five fatalities that have been confirmed on the scene," Brackett said during a
press conference.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Emotet Malware Infected 1.6Mln Computers Causing Millions in Damage - US Justice Dept.
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WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US government is cooperating with Sweden,
Ukraine and Lithuania in shutting down the infrastructure of the Emotet botnet that has caused
hundreds of millions of dollars in damage to computers around the world, the Department of
Justice said in a press release on Thursday.
"The Justice Department today announced its participation in a multinational operation involving
actions in the United States, Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom to disrupt and take down the infrastructure of the malware and botnet known as
Emotet," the release said.
Officials in Lithuania, Sweden and Ukraine assisted in this major cyber investigative action, the
Justice Department noted.
"The Emotet malware and botnet infected hundreds of thousands of computers throughout the
United States, including our critical infrastructure, and caused millions of dollars in damage to
victims worldwide," Acting Deputy US Attorney General John Carlin said in the release.
According to a search warrant affidavit, Emotet is a family of malware that targets critical
industries worldwide, including banking, e-commerce, healthcare, academia, government and
technology. Emotet malware primarily infects victim computers through spam email messages
containing malicious attachments or hyperlinks, according to the release.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Calls on Russia, Turkey to Immediately Remove Mercenaries From Libya - Envoy to UN
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - The United States is calling on Russia and Turkey to
immediately withdraw their forces and foreign mercenaries deployed in Libya, US Acting
Permanent Representative to the United Nations Richard Mills said during a UN Security
Council meeting on Thursday.
The Libya nationwide ceasefire, signed last October, called for the removal of all foreign fighters
and mercenaries from the country within three months of its signing. Mills pointed out that the
period expired last week.
"Per the October ceasefire agreement, we call on Turkey and Russia to immediately initiate the
withdrawal of their forces from the country and the removal of the foreign mercenaries and
military proxies that they have recruited, financed, deployed, and supported in Libya," Mills said.
The US envoy also called on Russia, Turkey and the United Arab Emirates to respect Libya’s
sovereignty and halt all military intervention in the country.
Western media outlets have published a confidential expert report claiming that staffers of
Russia's Wagner Group and other paramilitary organizations are present in Libya to support the
forces of Khalifa Haftar.
Moscow has repeatedly said claims about Russian mercenaries allegedly present in Libya are
based on fabricated data aimed at discrediting Russia.
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On October 23, Libya's warring parties - the Government of National Accord (GNA) and the
Libyan National Army (LNA) - signed a nationwide ceasefire agreement during the United
Nations-facilitated joint military commission talks in Geneva.
Libya has been split between two rival administrations after its longtime leader Muammar
Gaddafi was overthrown and murdered in 2011 by US- and EU-supported Islamic extremists.
The western part of the country is controlled by the GNA, backed by Turkey and Qatar, while
the eastern part is controlled by the LNA, supported by Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Calls for Closing of $27Bin Funding Gap for Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres called on
Thursday to close the $27 billion gap for the Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator.
Guterres explained that without the support to developing countries with respect to COVID-19
vaccine distribution, the pandemic-related crisis could cost the global economy up to $9.2
trillion. This figure is 340 times larger than the $27 billion needed for the ACT Accelerator, a tool
to ensure vaccines are available for everyone.
“We must close the funding gap; ramp-up vaccine production by making licenses widely
available and sharing technology; and get doses into the arms of all who need them - starting
with health workers and those most at risk around the world,” Guterres said.
The UN chief noted that while more than 70 million vaccine doses have already been
administered throughout the world, less than 20,000 of these were administered on the African
continent.
The Access to COVI D-19 Tools Accelerator (ACT) is a collaborative effort to speed up the
development, production and access to coronavirus vaccines, tests, and treatment.
To date, ACT-Accelerator has received only $3.4 billion out of the $31.3 billion needed to fund it.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Indicts Businessman Over $2Mln in COVID-19 Aid For Fictitious Workers - Justice Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US government has indicted a businessman in the
state of Nevada on fraud charges for winning $1.9 million in government COVI D-19 aid by filing
applications on behalf of a fabricated workforce, the Justice Department said in a press release
on Thursday.
“The indictment alleges that [Jorge] Abramovs obtained nearly $2 million in Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) loans from seven different lenders by, among other things, submitting multiple
loan applications in the names of three different businesses while falsely claiming to have
numerous employees earning wages,” the release said.
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The indictment further alleges that Abramovs used the PPP funds for personal purposes,
including purchases of a Tesla, a Bentley and two condominiums, while paying his home
mortgage, the release said.
Charges announced by the Justice Department include five counts of bank fraud, one count of
making false statements to a bank, and five counts of money laundering, the release also said.
US Magistrate Judge Cam Ferenbach ordered that Abramovs remain in pre-trial detention, the
release added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Russia Concerned by Reports of European Companies’ Enrichment From Libyan Assets Envoy
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - Russia is concerned about reports indicating that
European companies are enriching themselves by using frozen Libyan assets, Russian
Permanent Representative to the United Nations Vassily Nebenzia said during a UN Security
Council meeting on Thursday.
Nebenzia pointed out that dialogue needed to ensure a stable functioning oil sector is an
important element of the country’s stabilization with the understanding that Libya’s natural
resources belong to the Libyan people.
"What is also needed is restoring order in the financial and economic area being guided by the
principle that the financial assets belong to the Libyans, including those that are contained in the
frozen accounts," Nebeniza said. "In this regard, I would like to express our concerns about the
information that some Western and particularly European companies are enriching themselves
from the Libyan assets in their safekeeping."
A number of states worldwide froze Libya's assets that they held as per the February 26, 2011
United Nations resolution, which was adopted after anti-government protests broke out in the
country in 2011.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Blinken Tells Afghan President US Reviewing Agreement With Taliban - State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken spoke over the
telephone with Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and informed him that the United States has
been reviewing the agreement it concluded with the Taliban, the State Department said in a
readout of the conversation on Thursday.
"He shared that the United States is reviewing the February 2020 US-Taliban agreement and
whether the Taliban are living up to their commitments to cut ties with terrorist groups, to reduce
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violence in Afghanistan, and to engage in meaningful negotiations with the Afghan government
and other stakeholders," the readout said.
Blinken reiterated his desire for all Afghan leaders to support the historic opportunity for peace
while preserving the progress made over the last 20 years with regard to human rights, civil
liberties and the role of women in Afghan society, the readout said.
"The Secretary committed to consultations with the Government of Afghanistan, NATO allies,
and international partners regarding a collective strategy to support a stable, sovereign,
democratic, and secure future for Afghanistan," the readout said
On Friday, the White House said in a statement that US National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan
told his Afghan counterpart the Biden administration will review the United States peace
agreement with the Taliban.
Sullivan said the United States will determine if the Taliban is meeting terms of the agreement
that call for the insurgents to break away from terrorist groups, reduce violence and engage in
talks with Kabul.
The agreement also calls for the United States to withdraw troops in exchange for the Taliban
not allowing Afghanistan to become a terrorist safe haven.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Blinken, Iraq Foreign Minister Discuss Strategic Dialogue, Reforms - US State Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US Secretary of State Antony Blinken in his first phone
conversation with Iraq Foreign Minister Fuad Hussein discussed the two countries’ Strategic
Dialogue and commercial ties, the State Department said in a statement on Thursday.
"They discussed follow-up to the Strategic Dialogue and reaffirmed the principles agreed upon
by the two sides in the Strategic Framework Agreement," the statement said.
Blinken encouraged his counterpart and the Iraqi government to continue efforts to address the
demands of the Iraqi people for a more equitable and just nation, and expressed support for the
proposed early elections this year, the release also said.
Blinken also reaffirmed the United States' commitment to cooperate with Iraq on the economic
challenges facing the country in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, on helping Iraq enact
fundamental economic reforms,and enhancing bilateral relations, the statement added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Ad Blitz Seeks Biden Clemency for Non-Violent Prisoners - Legal Advocacy Group
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US President Joe Biden will be pressed to begin
releasing tens of thousands of prison inmates in a nationwide advertising campaign announced
by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) on Thursday.
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“Now that he is in office, the president has the opportunity to act on this commitment and correct
the harms created by decades of racist policies that have led to the unjust and disproportionate
incarceration of Black and Brown people by using his executive power to grant clemency to
thousands of people,” ACLU Justice Division Deputy Director Cynthia Rose berry said in a press
release.
Specifically, the ACLU campaign urges Biden to release 25,000 inmates that pose no threat to
society - a cohort that includes elderly prisoners and a disproportionate number of young Black
and Hispanic inmates convicted on drug-possession or minor drug distribution charges.
The United States has the world’s highest incarceration rate, with nearly one out of every 100
adults behind bars, according to multiple prison reform advocates.
During the campaign, Biden pledged to drastically cut incarceration in the United States without
citing a number or percentage reduction.
Biden faced criticism during the campaign for his sponsorship of a crime bill in 1994, which led
to an explosion of the US prison population.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UN Chief Says 2021 Must Be Year to Put World Back ‘On Track’
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said on
Thursday that 2021 must be a year of changes that will return the world on the right path.
"2020 brought us tragedy and peril. 2021 must be the year to change gear and put the world on
track," Guterres said. "We need to move from death to health; from disaster to reconstruction;
from despair to hope; from business as usual to transformation."
Guterres pointed out that it is vital to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals and now is
the time to secure the well-being of people, economies, societies and the planet itself.
"It is possible. So we must make it happen. Together," he said.
Guterres noted that 2020 became a year of despair as the coronavirus pandemic "unleashed
havoc" in every nation and every economy.
"We lost 2 million lives, including dear members of our UN family," he said, adding that the
human and economic toll continue to mount and unemployment has exceeded 500 million.
In addition, the UN Chief pointed out that geopolitical tensions are undermining efforts for
peace, while humanitarian needs grow.
"Forced displacement reached record levels last year," he said. "The risk of nuclear and
chemical proliferation grows. Human rights face a backlash. Hate speech is booming. Lawless
behavior in cyberspace has created a new domain for the propagation of crime, violence,
misinformation and disruption."
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
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Some US Lawmakers Want to Bring Guns to Congress, Threaten Colleagues - House Speaker
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US House of Representatives Speaker Nancy Pelosi
said on Thursday that some lawmakers pose a threat to their colleagues by seeking to bring
guns to Congress and suggested that supplemental security details may be needed to address
the issue.
"We have members of Congress who want to bring guns on the floor and that threatened...
violence on other members of Congress," Pelosi told reporters during a briefing. "I do believe...
that we will probably need a supplemental for more security for members when the 'enemy' is
within the House of Representatives, a threat that members are concerned about in addition to
what is happening outside."
Pelosi promised to take a scientific approach to how "we protect members" in the aftermath of
the assault.
Congress, which on January 6 survived an attack by former President Donald Trump’s loyalists.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Police Arrest Armed Man Near US Capitol - Spokesperson
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - An armed resident of the state of \Afest Virginia has
been arrested near the US Capitol, Washington DC Metropolitan Police spokesperson told
Sputnik on Thursday.
"Arrested was 71 year-old Dennis Westover, of South Charleston, West Virginia," the
spokesperson said.
The US Capitol Police (USCP) said in a statement that the incident occurred on Wednesday
afternoon when a man exited his vehicle near the US Congress complex.
"The USCP Officer made contact with the suspect and asked if there was a gun in the vehicle,
to which the suspect advised there was a pistol in the center console. The suspect was placed
under arrest and transported to headquarters for processing," the statement said.
The man charged with carrying a pistol without a license, possession of unregistered
ammunition, and unlawful possession of a firearm, the statement added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US State of South Carolina Confirms 2 Cases of S. African COVID-19 Variant - Health Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US state of South Carolina has confirmed the first
two known cases in the United States of the South African novel coronavirus strain, the state's
Health Department said in a press release on Thursday.
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"The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) announced
today the detection of two cases associated with the SARS-CoV-2 variant that first emerged
recently in South Africa. These are the first two cases of this variant in the United States," the
release said.
The release said the two patients who contracted the South African coronavirus strain have no
known travel history and no connection between each other.
The spread of new coronavirus variants has raised fears over the efficacy of already-developed
vaccines against the disease. Public health officials in many countries have said that there is no
conclusive evidence to suggest that the new strains will undermine ongoing mass immunization
campaigns.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US State of South Carolina Confirms 2 Cases of S. African COVID-19 Variant - Health Dept.
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US state of South Carolina has confirmed the first
two known cases in the United States of the South African novel coronavirus strain, the state's
Health Department said in a press release on Thursday.
"The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) announced
today the detection of two cases associated with the SARS-CoV-2 variant that first emerged
recently in South Africa. These are the first two cases of this variant in the United States," the
release said.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Intra-Libyan Forum to Vote on Presidency Council, Prime Minister Candidacies Next Week
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - The members of the Libyan Political Dialogue Forum
(LPDF) will meet in Switzerland next week for the voting process on the candidacies for a
three-member Libya’s Presidency Council and Prime Minister, UN Acting Special Envoy for
Libya Stephanie Williams told the UN Security Council on Thursday.
On January 19, the LPDF approved a selection mechanism for new executive authority in Libya
in the lead up to national elections. The one-week nomination period for the submission of
candidacies for the Presidency Council and Prime Minister will close later in the day.
"The LPDF will convene outside Geneva, with the generous hospitality of the Swiss Federal
Government, for the voting process from 1 to 5 February," Williams said in her last briefing
before the UN Security Council.
The UN-backed LPDF is composed of 75 delegates representing various strata of Libyan
society. The forum agreed on a road map proposed by UN Support Mission in Libya to unify the
nation's public authorities and the election date, December 24, 2021.
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Libya is currently governed by the Tripoli-based Government of National Accord and the rival
Tobruk-based parliament. The latter has cooperated with the Libyan National Army and has the
support of Egypt and the United Arab Emirates.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Senior US House Republicans Push University Biden Center to Disclose China Ties - Letter
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The University of Pennsylvania must release full records
concerning the possibly illicit ties of the Biden family to China, three senior Republican members
of Congress wrote in a letter to University President Amy Gutman on Thursday.
"Understanding whether the University of Pennsylvania’s Biden Center for Diplomacy and
Global Engagement received funds from China or other adversarial nations at the behest of the
Biden family or future Biden Administration officials will shed light on the depth and breadth of
the potential improper influence these nations enjoy over the Biden family," Representatives
James Comer, Jim Jordan and Virginia Foxx wrote in the letter.
In the letter, the three lawmakers requested that the university provide unredacted financial and
communications records to better understand the scope of potential foreign influence at its
Biden Center, the US House Oversight and Reform Committee said in a press release.
"On December 9, 2020, both Hunter Biden and the Biden-Harris Transition Team admitted that
Hunter Biden was under federal investigation for his 'tax affairs.' Reporting indicates the criminal
investigation’s primary focus is whether Hunter Biden violated tax and money laundering laws in
his foreign business dealings, particularly in China," the letter said.
Multimillion-dollar donations from China and so-called rogue regimes to US institutions of higher
education have become a growing national security threat and have called into question
whether such bodies receiving federal taxpayer dollars should be allowed to accept funds from
foreign adversaries, according to the release.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
UPDATE: US Bomb Maker Planned Attack on California Governor Offices Prior to Arrest - FBI
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - A California resident, with possible ties to a far right
militia group, faces charges of having in his possession five pipe bombs that he allegedly
planned to use to attack California Governor Gavin Newsom and social media giants, the US
Justice Department and the FBI said on Wednesday.
A legal affidavit filed by FBI Special Agent Stephanie Minor and released late on Wednesday
examines a series of social media posts in which Rogers said: "I want to blow up a Democrat
building bad," and, "I’m thinking sac office first target."
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"I believe that when ROGERS said, 'sac office first target,’ he meant that their first target should
be the offices of California Governor Gavin Newsom in Sacramento," Minor wrote in an affidavit
attached to a criminal complaint filed by the Justice Department.
The posts also mentioned secondary targets with the code names "bird" and "face" which
"would be next." Minor wrote that Rogers meant the offices of Twitter ("bird") and Face book
("face"), social media platforms that had banned former President Donald Trump following the
January 6 storming of the Capitol by angry Trump supporters.
Officers found a sticker on Roger’s vehicle window used by a right-wing pro-gun militia group
called "Three percenters," the Justice Department said in an earlier press release.
Police officers also identified bomb-making materials at the scene that could be used to
manufacture destructive devices, including black powder, pipes, endcaps, and manuals,
including The Anarchist Cookbook, US Army Improvised Munitions Handbook, and Homemade
C-4 A Recipe for Survival, Justice said.
In addition to five "fully operational" bombs, at least 49 guns were seized from Roger’s home
and business, along with thousands of rounds of ammunition, the FBI affidavit said.
Several of the firearms appeared capable of firing like machine guns, in a fully automatic mode,
the affidavit added.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Top House Republicans Push University Biden Center to Disclose China Ties - Letter
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The University of Pennsylvania must release full
records concerning the possibly illicit ties of the Biden family to China, three senior Republican
members of Congress wrote in a letter to University President Amy Gutman on Thursday.
"Understanding whether the University of Pennsylvania’s Biden Center for Diplomacy and
Global Engagement received funds from China or other adversarial nations at the behest of the
Biden family or future Biden Administration officials will shed light on the depth and breadth of
the potential improper influence these nations enjoy over the Biden family,” Representatives
James Comer, Jim Jordan and Virginia Foxx wrote in the letter.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Armed Man Arrested Near US Capitol - Reports
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US law enforcement officers apprehended on Thursday
a man with a gun and munitions near the vicinity of the Capitol building in Washington, DC, an
NBC reporter tweeted.
"71 y/o man arrested with gun and 20 rounds of 9mm ammo., while parked in intersection near
Rayburn US House Office Building,” Scott MacFarlane wrote. The suspect’s name and
intentions have not yet been revealed.
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The Rayburn House Office Building, with sifs southwest of the US Capitol, is one of three office
buildings constructed for the House of Representatives. The Capitol survived an attack by
former President Donald Trump’s loyalists on January 6 and has been heavily protected by
thousands of National Guardsmen since then.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
Global Tourism Suffers Worst Year in 2020 With $1,3Mln in Losses Due to Pandemic - UNWTO
UNITED NATIONS, January 28 (Sputnik) - Global tourism suffered its worst year in 2020, losing
$1.3 trillion due to the COVID-19 pandemic measures, the UN World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) said in a statement on Thursday.
"The collapse in international travel represents an estimated loss of USD 1.3 trillion in export
revenues - more than 11 times the loss recorded during the 2009 global economic crisis," the
statement said.
While the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines is expected to slowly normalize travel in 2021, the
agency said most experts do not see a return to pre-pandemic levels taking place before 2023.
"While much has been made in making safe international travel a possibility, we are aware that
the crisis is far from over," UNWTO Secretary-General Zurab Pololikashvili said.
Extended scenarios indicate that it can take two-and-a-half to four years to return to 2019 levels,
according to UNWTO.
Asia and the Pacific recorded the largest decrease in arrivals last year compared to 2019, 84
percent, followed by the Middle East and Africa both with a 75 percent decline.
Europe suffered the largest drop in absolute terms with more than 500 million fewer
international tourists.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Trade Deficit in Goods Down $3Bln in December to $82.5Bln - Commerce Dept
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US trade deficit in goods narrowed by $3 billion, or
about 3.5 percent, in December to reach $82.5 billion, data from the Commerce Department’s
Census Bureau showed on Thursday.
“The international trade deficit was $82.5 billion in December, down $3.0 billion from $85.5
billion in November," the bureau said in a news release, accompanying the data.
It said exports of goods for December stood at $133.4 billion, about $5.9 billion more than
November.
Imports of goods, meanwhile, amounted to $215.9 billion, some $2.9 billion more than
November imports, the department said.
The difference resulted in a narrowing of the trade deficit, it added.
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Earlier on Thursday, the Commerce Department said the US economy shrank 3.5 percent in
2020 as the coronavirus pandemic shuttered businesses across the country.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Weekly Jobless Claim Dips 2nd Week in Row as COVID-19 Fallout Continues
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - US weekly jobless claims fell more than 7 percent last
week, registering their second weekly decline as the labor market and economy continued to
struggle from the coronavirus pandemic, Labor Department data showed on Thursday.
"In the week ending January 23, the advance figure for seasonally adjusted initial claims was
847,000,” the department said in a news release. It revised up claims in the prior week to
January 16 to 914,000, from a previously published 900,000. That brought the latest week’s
claims down by 67,000, or 7.3 percent.
Economists polled by US media had forecast 875,000 claims for the week to January 23.
Continuing weekly claims, reported with a one-week lag but sometimes considered a better
gauge of the labor market, slid to 4.77 million for the week ended January 23 from a previous
4.97 million. The unemployment rate, meanwhile, slid to 3.4 percent from the 3.6 percent
reported for the week to January 16.
The United States lost more than 21 million jobs between March and April, at the height of
business lockdowns forced by the coronavirus. A rebound of 2.5 million jobs was logged in May
and 4.8 million in June, before the recovery began slowing. For both September and October,
fewer than 700,000 jobs were added each month. In November, there were just 245,000
additions, while December saw a loss of 140,000 jobs — the first such decline since April.
Earlier on Thursday, the Commerce Department reported that US GDP shrank 3.5 percent in
2020 as the coronavirus pandemic took a toil on the economy and shut down businesses and
activity across the country.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Economy Shrinks 3.5% in 2020 on Coronavirus Toll - Government
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US economy shrank 3.5 percent in 2020, its
sharpest contraction on record since 1946, as the coronavirus pandemic continued to take its
toll on the country, the Commerce Department said on Thursday.
“Real GDP decreased 3.5 percent in 2020, compared with an increase of 2.2 percent in 2019,”
the department’s Bureau of Economic Analysis said in a statement on its first reading of
fourth-quarter 2020 Gross Domestic Product.
The contraction was the first for the US economy since 2009, and the sharpest decline since
1946, when GDP shrank by 11.6 percent in the wake of World War II.
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The economy expanded by a 4-percent annual rate in the fourth quarter of 2020, but that growth
came on the heels of a record plunge of 33.4 percent in the April-June quarter amid business
restrictions and closures in many parts of the country.
"The full economic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic cannot be quantified in the GDP estimate
for the fourth quarter of 2020 because the impacts are generally embedded in source data and
cannot be separately identified,” the department said.
The third quarter GDP expansion of 33.1 percent was the highest ever attained by the United
States for a three-month period.
But despite that rebound, the economy came under renewed stress in the fourth quarter after a
fresh spike in coronavirus infections that have now topped 25.5 million cases and killed nearly
430,000 people. Daily COVI D-19 hospitalization rates also hit daily record highs in the fourth
quarter, even with vaccination programs accelerating.
This material is distributed by Ghebi LLC on behalf of Federal State Unitary Enterprise
Rossiya Segodnya International Information Agency, and additional information is on file
with the Department of Justice, Washington, District of Columbia.
US Economy Shrinks 3.5% In 2020 on Coronavirus Toll - Government
WASHINGTON, January 28 (Sputnik) - The US economy shrank 3.5 percent in 2020 as the
coronavirus pandemic continued to take its toll on the country, the Commerce Department said
on Thursday.
"Real GDP decreased 3.5 percent in 2020, compared with an increase of 2.2 percent in 2019,”
the department’s Bureau of Economic Analysis said in a statement on its first reading of
fourth-quarter 2020 Gross Domestic Product.
The economy expanded by a 4-percent annual rate in the fourth quarter, but that growth came
on the heels of a record plunge of 33.4 percent in the April-June quarter.
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